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Abstract

Confidential Computing is the protection of data in use by

performing computation in a hardware-based Trusted Execution

Environment. Especially in virtualization environments, confidential

computing could protect data and applications from access or

tampering by hypervisor or other privileged users. In Computing-

Aware network, computing resource is an essential element to provide

computing services for network users' applications. Introducing

confidential computing in Computing-Aware network could mitigate the

distrust of computing resource efficiently. This document provides

the architecture of confidential computing in Computing-Aware

network management plane to provide confidentiality and integrity

for applications.
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1. Introduction

The Confidential Computing Consortium defined the concept of

confidential computing as "Confidential Computing is the protection

of data in use by performing computation in a hardware-based Trusted

Execution Environment"[CCC-White-Paper]. In detail, CPU with

confidential computing feature could generate an isolated hardware-

protected area, in which processing data or running code will be

protected from any illegal access or tampering. In cloud computing

scenario, CPU with confidential computing feature could be used to

protect users' applications and data from access or tampered by

hypervisor, privileged users or other attackers in the cloud

platform. In hardware industry, Intel, AMD, ARM and other chip

venders have already released their confidential computing CPU

series.

In Computing-Aware network, cloud-based computing resource prepared

for applications is from different places like edge or data center.

If the edge or data center is outsourced or even distributed in

different security domains, not only the network administrator but

also the application owner cannot trust the computing environment.

The potential leakage of secret data or intellectual property will
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restrict the range of applications. With the protection of

confidential computing, users could trust the computing environment

and make sure their sensitive data and intellectual property will

not be leaked.

This document introduces confidential computing to Computing-Aware

network and illustrates the general architecture in network

management plane. Computing-Aware network designers and users could

use this document as a information reference to enhance their

security.

1.1. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",

"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this

document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

CC: Confidential Computing

CCR: Confidential Computing Resource

TEE: Trust Execution Environment

CCM: Confidential Computing Management

CCI: Confidential Computing Instance

TEEP: Trust Execution Environment Provisioning

TAM: Trusted Application Management

2. Motivation and Scope

2.1. Motivation

In Computing-Aware network, there is a suspicion about how to

protect users' application and data efficiently. Computing resource

in Computing-Aware network is more decentralized and ambiguous than

regular cloud computing. The network may distribute users'

applications in different computing platforms maintained by

different administrators. If the computing platform is malicious,

secret data and application intellectual property could be easily

stolen or tampered. Confidential computing provides a new security

model in where network users only need to trust the confidential

computing hardware, firmware and the applications provided by users

themselves, any other hypervisor or software in computing platform

do not have to be trusted.
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2.2. Scope

This document mainly focuses on the unique features of confidential

computing in network management plane. Other network planes like

control/forwarding/data which have no direct interaction with

confidential computing features will be ignored.

3. General Architecture of Confidential Computing in Computing-Aware

Network

Figure 1: Architecture of Confidential Computing in Computing-Aware

Network

Figure 1 shows the basic architecture of confidential computing in

Computing-Aware Network. This architecture refers to RATs [I-D.ietf-

rats-architecture] arch and TEEP[I-D.ietf-teep-architecture] arch

for remote attestation and trust execution environment provisioning.

Confidential computing needs the support of CPU, in which MUST have

the function of generating isolated execution environment and

attesting environment. The layer of Hypervisor is for

virtualization.

Targeting Environment

¶

     Targeting

+--> Environment

|  +-------------+     +----------+

|  | Application |  +->| APP Owner|<--+

|  +-------------+  |  +----------+   |

|  |  Middleware |<-+                 |

|  +-------------+                    |

|  |  TEEP Agent |<-----+             |

|  +-------------+      |             |

|                       |             |

|  +--------------------+------+      |

|  | Hypervisor    TEEP Broker |<--+  |

|  +---------------------------+   |  |

|  | CPU/Firmware    Attesting |   |  |

|  |                Environment|   |  |

|  +---------------------+-----+   |  |

|                        |         |  |

+------------------------+         |  |

                                   |  |

              +--------------------+--+-+

              |  TAM & Middleware Repo  |

              |          M/OC           |

              +-------------------------+
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(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Targeting Environment is the computing environment e.g. virtual

machine, process that could provide confidentiality and integrity

for applications. When used for remote attestation, the Targeting

Environment will be attested by application owner. Targeting

environment includes Application, Middleware, and TEEP Agent.

Application

Application which runs in Computing-Aware network.

Middleware

Middleware in CC has two functions: enable remote attestation and

environment provisioning; provide a user-friendly environment. Some

confidential computing CPU like SGX needs to use middleware to

provide a environment in where applications don't have to change

their source code, e.g. Enarx [Enarx] and Occlum [Occlum].

TEEP Agent

TEEP Agent is a module for provisioning middleware and application

in Targeting Environment.

TEEP Broker

TEEP Broker is only for communication between TEEP Agent and TAM, it

doesn't have to know any confidential information.

Attesting Environment

Attesting Environment is hardware based component, like Intel Quote

SGX, AMD SEV-SP, etc. This component is a part of TCB, and is used

to collect targeting environment evidence for remote attestation.

M/OC

M/OC is the manage and orchestration console of Computing-Aware

Network.

TAM

Trust Application Management, this entity is for provisioning of

application and relevant middleware.

Middleware Repository

This repository keeps a variety of middleware packages, which is for

TAM to access based on Application type and confidential computing

hardware type.
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4. Environment Provisioning

When deploying applications in Computing-Aware network, TAM will

choose confidential computing environment and relevant Middleware to

fit their applications. Meanwhile, Computing-Aware Network needs to

provide the secure procedure of provisioning middleware and

applications. This document uses TEEP as reference to provision

Middleware and applications in Computing-Aware network.

Figure 2: Application and Middleware Provisioning in Computing-Aware

Network

The Provisioning steps in Computing-Aware Network are illustrated

below.

First, Application owner requests for confidential computing

resource in Computing-Aware Network. Second, based on the

request and confidential computing resource type, TAM will

chose appropriate middleware.

TAM establishes connections with TEEP Broker to transfer

provisioning information.

TEEP Broker triggers the confidential computing platform to

create Targeting Environment with TEEP Agent. Then TEEP Broker

¶

     Targeting

     Environment

   +-------------+     +----------+

   | Application |     | App Owner|<--+

   +-------------+     +----------+   |

   |  Middleware |                    |

   +-------------+                    |

   |  TEEP Agent |<-----+             |

   +-------------+      |3            |

                        |             |

   +--------------------+------+      |1

   | Hypervisor    TEEP Broker |<--+  |

   +---------------------------+   |  |

   | CPU/Firmware    Attesting |   |  |

   |                Environment|   |2 |

   +---------------------+-----+   |  |

                                   |  |

                                   |  |

                                   |  |

              +--------------------+--+-+

              |  TAM & Middleware Repo  |

              |          M/OC           |

              +-------------------------+
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establishes connections with TEEP agent. TEEP agent receives

the provisioning information and unpacks it as Middleware.

Need to clarify that at this stage the Middleware dosen't contain

any secret information. The secret information of application should

be provisioned after remote attestation. The specific mechanism of

building targeting environment is based on specific CPU and is out

of scope of this document.

5. Remote Attestation

In Computing-Aware Network, remote attestation is used for

application owner to appraise if the Targeting Environment is

trusted. Only after remote attestation, application owner could

trust the confidential computing environment and deploy secret

information. The general architecture of remote attestation in

Computing-Aware Network is shown below.

Figure 3: Remote Attestation in Computing-Aware Network

The remote attestation steps in Computing-Aware Network are shown

below. After appraising the remote attestation evidence, the

application owner could deploy secret data in Targeting Environment.
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     Targeting

+--> Environment

|  +-------------+ 1/4 +----------+

|  | Application |  +->| APP Owner|<--+

|  +-------------+  |  +----------+   |

|  |  Middleware |<-+                 |

|  +-------------+                    |

|  |  TEEP Agent |                    |

|  +-------------+                    |

|2                                    |3

|  +--------------------+------+      |

|  | Hypervisor    TEEP Broker |<--+  |

|  +---------------------------+   |  |

|  | CPU/Firmware    Attesting |   |  |

|  |                Environment|   |  |

|  +---------------------+-----+   |  |

|                        |         |  |

+------------------------+         |  |

                                   |  |

              +--------------------+--+-+

              |  TAM & Middleware Repo  |

              |          M/OC           |

              +-------------------------+
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Application owner establishes secure connection with

middleware and launches remote attestation request with

certain parameters like nonce.

Targeting Environment launches evidence collection by

Middleware. Middleware sends request to Attesting Environment

for remote attestation evidence. After generating evidence by

Attesting Environment, the evidence will be sent back to

Middleware.

The Application Owner requests for TEEP agent and middleware

source code to generate reference value and appraise the

remote attestation evidence.

The Targeting Environment sends the evidence to Application

Owner. After appraising, Application Owner sends its

application and private data to Targeting Environment.

6. Use Case

Confidential computing provides confidentiality and integrity of

data and applications in the running stage. This document depicts

the abstract architecture of confidential computing from the

perspective of Computing-Aware Network. The following are some use

cases of confidential computing in Computing-Aware Network.

VR/AR Application: Users wants to use Computing-Aware Network to

host VR communication and interaction with other user. They don't

want their conversation to be awared by the network. And it is hard

to encrypt all the VR context because of unacceptable cost. So, the

users choose confidential computing to protect their privacy. After

the remote attestation of computing environment, the users could

transfer and process private information in Computing-Aware Network.

Medical Imaging Aalysis: A medical institute wants to use Computing-

Aware Network to share and process medical images in different

branches. One primary concern is that they don't want the patients'

medical images to be leaked. So they choose confidential computing

to process these images.

7. Security Considerations

The root of trust of confidential computing is the CPU hardware.

Application Owner could use the certificate or signature in remote

attestation information to verify the identity of CPU. The

connections between Application Owner and their applications are

protected by security protocols like TLS.
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